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Highlights 

 

 Both herbivores and pollinators can act as selective agents for chemical and genetic 

variation in plants. 

 We should study all three sets of organisms simultaneously in diverse and well 

replicated natural systems. 

 We illustrate an example of this approach using the tropical plant genus Ficus. 
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Abstract 

Cascading or reciprocal genetic diversification of herbivores, parasitoids, and pollinators can 

track chemotypic variation in host resources, and can lead to non-overlapping communities. 

Because plants simultaneously interact with both pollinators and herbivores, models 

investigating the genetic divergence of antagonistic herbivores and mutualistic pollinators 

should be merged in order to study how both processes interact using a common conceptual 

and methodological approach. We expect insects to mediate divergence in many systems, 

with outcomes depending on the level of pollinator or herbivore specialization, and the 

relative selective pressures they impose. Applying approaches widely used to study insect 

pollinators, e.g. genomic tools and integration of behavioural, genetic and chemical data, to 

both pollinators and herbivores in the same system will facilitate our understanding of 

patterns of genetic divergence across multiple interacting species. 

 

Key words: diversification, genomics, herbivory, pollination, speciation 

 

Introduction 

Both the reciprocal and cascading nature of diversification has long fascinated biologists. 

Two dominant biotic interactions driving insect and plant megadiversity are herbivory and 

pollination. The third trophic level, especially parasitoids, can further generate divergence in 

herbivores, through creating variation in enemy free space [1]. A central theme in the 

diversification of plants, herbivores, parasitoids and pollinators is chemical communication. 

Chemotypic variation can restrict gene flow and mediate the genetic structure of populations. 

Typically there has been a strong focus on reciprocal adaptation in plants and either their 

pollinators [2] or herbivores separately [3,4]. However, our understanding of how chemical 

communication among plants and insects contributes to genetic diversification in plants, 

pollinators, and herbivores simultaneously is limited. For example, herbivore-imposed 

selection may promote intra-specific chemical diversity among host plants, which can lead to  

subsequent sorting of herbivorous insects across chemically similar plants (e.g. through 

ecological fitting [5]) and assortative mating based on host preference. Even low levels of 

pleiotropy between leaf and flower chemistry can reinforce pollinator-mediated gene flow 

[6–9]. Antagonistic (e.g. plant defence) and mutualistic traits (e.g. flower volatiles) can be 

correlated [12], which may constrain the evolution of either [13]. Variable herbivore 

resistance to parasitoids across chemotypes may further cause specialisation of herbivores, 

through apparent competition [1]. All of these examples suggest that different interaction 

types do not operate in isolation, thus their linkages are likely to have significant 

consequences for patterns of genetic divergence across multiple, simultaneously interacting 

species.  

Here we focus on intra-specific genetic and chemical variation and the formation of incipient 

species through limitations to gene flow among populations associated with different plant 

chemotypes. Our main aim is to use evolutionary models to put forward hypotheses relating 

to insect and plant genetic divergence along a continuum determined by the relative strength 
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of biotic selection by herbivores and pollinators. Specifically, we focus on situations when 

both pollinators and herbivores can lead to different patterns of genetic divergence. A 

secondary aim is to discuss the rapidly developing methods required to address these 

hypotheses. 

Chemical variation and cues used by herbivores and parasitoids 

Genotypic differences among conspecific plants can predict the wider structure of insect 

communities [19]. Researchers have long recognised the ability of varietal types to confer 

different levels of resistance to insect herbivores and/or attraction to natural enemies. 

Furthermore, chemotypes appear to correspond well to taxonomic entities, genotypes and 

environments [20,21]. This variation forms the basis for the specialisation of insect 

herbivores within plant populations. Chemically-mediated recognition has long been known 

to modulate interactions throughout the life cycle of herbivorous insects [10]. 

Intra-specific variation in plants influences multiple trophic levels. We now recognise 

‘sequential divergence’, which involves host associated genetic differentiation [1] within a 

single species (typically at the resource level) that can directly cause population level 

differentiation at higher trophic levels [11,12], as an important eco-evolutionary process. 

Intra-specific divergence at the lower trophic levels is instrumental in opening up new niche 

space that is tightly linked to a specific resource. Herbivore host race association has long 

been accepted as a prime example of ecological speciation with potential for cascading 

effects [13]. Eventually, limitations to gene flow, mediated by host use, can promote host 

race formation and speciation, leading to macroevolutionary processes such as ‘escape-and-

radiate’ speciation [14] and ‘oscillating radiation’ [15]. Where herbivore-imposed selection is 

a major driver of chemotypic diversity across host plant individuals and populations (be it 

attractive volatile cues or defensive compounds), dynamics can be somewhat reciprocal. 

Divergence in plant chemistry can drive separation in herbivore host races and vice versa. 

Chemical divergence is one potential mechanism that can influence the population genetic 

structure of herbivores (Figure 1A shows a bimodal distribution of a hypothetical plant 

defence and corresponding host preference in herbivores). This is because population 

structure within a plant species can be generated through interactions with herbivores. Here, 

we expect selection to act against intermediate plant chemotypes because the major 

determinant of plant fitness will be survival to reproductive age and reproduction in the face 

of specialist herbivores that can cause significant levels of damage to plants (Fig. 1A). This is 

likely to support chemical divergence among plant hosts, which can prevent sharing such 

herbivores.  

Some of the best evidence for sequential divergence stems from patterns of speciation in the 

parasitoids of the Hawthorn fly, Rhagoletis pomonella (Diptera, Tephritidae), species 

complex [12].  Speciation of hawthorn flies was driven by a scent preference for apples, 

instead of hawthorn fruits, and was followed by the divergence of hawthorn parasitoids. 

These authors [12] combined population genetic data with olfactometry to demonstrate host-

associated genetic divergence and preferences in parasitoids that corresponded to host race 

formation in flies. In this case, rapid ecological divergence appears to be preceded and 

facilitated by genetically or environmentally determined chemical diversity in insect cues: 

thus chemical diversity begets genotypic diversity which begets species diversity. 
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A prerequisite for sequential divergence is that host-plant genotypes possess specific 

chemical signatures capable of acting as reliable oviposition cues for herbivore females. In 

the case of Cydia splendana (Lepidoptera, Tortricidae), sex pheromones are host-plant 

specific [16], leading to assortative mating. Furthermore, plant volatiles can signal 

appropriate oviposition sites [17] and interact with herbivore sex pheromones to mediate 

reproduction [18], this is especially relevant for herbivores mating on their hosts. In some 

cases, both plant volatiles of the undamaged host plant and adult sex pheromones are needed, 

which further links mate selection and oviposition cues and provides a mechanism for 

strengthening assortative mating and ecological divergence of herbivores across plant species 

[19,20].  

How do parasitoids and hyper-parasitods fit within this framework of tight and context 

dependent chemical signalling? Host location by parasitoids is a well-studied area, and we 

know that both host [21] and plant induced [22] volatiles are important. Parasitoids are also 

able to distinguish between closely related host herbivore species. For example, parasitoids 

can use cues experienced in larval stages to find oviposition sites later in life [23], further 

connecting larval experience to adult behaviour. Therefore, a continuous chain exists along 

which chemical information can travel, linking host herbivore chemistry to parasitoid 

behaviour. Chemical cues can be under strong directional selection and function as proximate 

cues for host choice. This strong linkage between host-plant chemistry and oviposition cues 

can ultimately lead to assortative mating and host race formation within parasitoids [24,25]. 

Parasitoids can diversify and specialise on host races or may even be agents of herbivore 

diversification themselves by facilitating hosts shifts towards enemy free space. 

Pollinator mediated divergence in plants, herbivores, and parasitoids 

Increased phytotoxicity, in response to strong herbivory, can also influence pollinator 

behaviour and provide a direct link to the genetic divergence of pollinator populations (one 

pathway to the outcome illustrated in Figure 1A). For example, the hemiparasitic plant 

Castilleja indivisa (Orobanchaceae) acquires alkaloids from its hosts, which increases 

pollinator visitation rates [26]. It is feasible that changes in defensive compounds shape the 

composition of nectar or volatile cues and determine pollinator preference [27], along with 

the strength and direction of gene flow (Figure 1A). 

The process of herbivore driven genetic divergence is analogous to pollinator specialisation 

in angiosperms, for which chemical cues mediate reproductive isolation (Figure 1C). The 

parallel model is that intra-specific variation in floral cues can lead to sub-sets of plant 

individuals being pollinated by non-overlapping insect taxa. Further development of 

pollinator preference in specialised systems, combined with local adaptation of plants and 

limited pollinator dispersal, can lead to population genetic divergence in plants and 

pollinators. We expect this model to govern when plant fitness is pollination-limited. In 

herbivore/parasitoid and pollinator models, the initial variation in plant chemistry is key. 

Dynamics supporting variation in plant chemistry and pollinator host races can be reciprocal 

and this largely depends on the level of plant-pollinator specificity. 

The pollination literature is rich with examples of chemically-mediated divergence, which are 

relevant to insect herbivores and their parasitoids. Generally, in angiosperms the more 

specific the pollination syndrome, the more species-rich the plant lineage [28]. One can draw 

further on concepts and methods developed to study speciation in pollinators and extend 
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these to trophic interactions. For example, Whitehead and Peakall [29] outline a set of six 

hypotheses central to pollinator Genetic divergence. The first three suggest i) that pollinator 

specificity is mediated by volatile floral cues, ii) that these distinct cues predict species 

boundaries iii) hybridization occurs when volatile cues are similar. Their integrative 

framework combines behavioural, genetic, and chemical data to establish whether pollinating 

insects are i) attracted to certain hosts, ii) if the hosts themselves can be reliably identified, 

and iii) how this segregation of pollinators across plants determines population genetic 

structure. However, this framework ignores herbivores, which can alter behavioural, genetic, 

and chemical phenotypes of the plant and pollinator.  

Interactions between herbivores and pollinators on the same plant 

Divergence in floral volatiles can allow recruitment of specialized pollinators and strongly 

disrupt gene flow (Fig. 1C). Eventually, this could cascade to herbivores, as the leaf defences 

in separated host populations can evolve independently. We predict that reproductive 

isolation between plants and/or herbivores will be harder to achieve in the face of ongoing 

gene flow through pollination, unless there is pleiotropy between the genes determining 

chemical defence and pollination, as is the case in Nicotiana (Solanaceae) [30], or if 

intermediate chemotypes and hybrids suffer from extreme outbreeding depression. However, 

depending on the specific composition and specialization of the herbivore community, this 

can also lead to directional selection towards increase (escalation) or decrease (de-escalation) 

in chemical defences [31–33]. 

Few studies address the consequences of correlations between floral and defensive traits [34] 

at the species [35] and network levels [36]. For example, small genetic changes not only 

influence visitation by the principal pollinators, but also can deter unwanted visitors. In the 

case of Nicotiana attenuata, RNA interference in two loci blocks the production of benzyl 

acetone and nicotine, which alters pollinator visits, rates of herbivory, and nectar robbery by 

ants [37]. An even smaller number of studies explicitly link chemically-mediated herbivore 

and pollinator interactions to plant fitness or focus on communities of insects [38]. However, 

we are set to see this field grow with flower-feeding herbivores providing particularly 

tractable models [39]. Indeed, the constraints inherent in chemical pathways may enforce 

important connections between defence and pollination [40]. It is conceivable that volatile 

cues under direct selection for pollinator attraction could cause sorting of herbivores across 

plant chemotypes (Figure 1C illustrates an alternative scenario where there is no correlation 

between these two traits and no preference-related fitness advantage exists for herbivores).  

Alternatively, toxic plant defences can become reliable cues for pollination. Species in the 

plant genus Bursera (Burseraceae) produce toxic terpenes in their resin, which euglossine 

bees collect as a reward [41], we propose that defensive and attractive terpenes can 

potentially trade off through the mevalonate-dependent pathway. Besides playing a 

fundamental role in flower colouration, flavonoids and anthocyanins are of major importance 

in plant defences and are both produced through the phenylpropanoid pathway. In morning 

glory plants [42] and radishes [43] mutations early on in this pathway produce plants with 

white flowers and no flavonoid based defences. For radishes at least, foliovores prefer 

unpigmented plants, suggesting a role in defence. Contrastingly, studies on the colour 

polymorphic Iris lutescens (Iridaceae), which is mainly caused by higher concentration of 

anthocyanins in purple flowers, found no preference by the florivorous beetle Cetonia hirsuta 
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(Coleoptera, Scarabaeidae) on either of the colour morphs [44] Pollinator mediated selection 

on flower colour also seems to be limited in this Iris species [45]. 

Outcomes may be determined by the drivers of plant fitness, as well as metabolic constraints. 

At what stage in the metabolic pathway do changes occur? While small changes in pollinator 

cues likely lead to host shifts, specialist herbivores can deal with a broad range of structures 

within a given compound class. Thus, while pollinators may drive compound and bouquet 

diversity, herbivores may drive structural dissimilarity between related plants. Do we expect 

patterns of genetic divergence to be similar in all three organisms (plant, herbivores and 

pollinators)? A pattern of shared fitness landscapes is suggestive of diffuse coevolution. 

Contrasting correlations between defensive and attractive chemical traits can result in diffuse 

coevolution between different interactants (Figure 1B). Finally, while beyond the scope of 

this review, we believe that studying the indirect interactions between pollinators and 

herbivore communities will yield exciting results. How do pollinator and herbivore 

communities influence each other’s diversity and do metabolic pathways connect them?  

 Methodological advances 

Advances in genomics such as Restriction site Associated DNA Sequencing (RAD-seq), 

whole genome scanning, whole genome sequencing (including approaches based on the 

Illumina 10X technology and the Pac-Bio system) and Genome Wide Association (GWA) are 

being twinned with methods to test pollinator behaviour and physiological responses such as 

Gas Chromatography with electroantennographic detection (GC-EAD). This combination 

will allow routine correlations between Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP’s) and 

phenotypic traits in linkage disequilibrium, especially in systems amenable to 

laboratory/greenhouse rearing and crossing. Key developments such as the development of 

RNA-seq transcriptomics for identifying the candidate genes mediating interactions and 

regions of the genome harbouring the genes mediating reproductive isolation (so-called 

‘genomic islands of speciation’) [46] (see glossary) will greatly facilitate work aimed at 

exploring the mechanics of speciation as mediated by chemical diversity for herbivores [4], 

parasitoids [47] and pollinators. Perhaps more valuable will be the increased focus on 

studying pollination and herbivory in unison. 

Figs and fig wasps: an illustrated example 

One of the best studied obligate pollination mutualisms is that between the ~800 members of 

the genus Ficus (Moraceae) and their pollinating wasps (Hymenoptera, Agaonidae) [48,49]. 

Specialised wasp pollination catalyses high rates of reproductive isolation and speciation in 

the genus Ficus. A large body of work underlies the conclusion that gravid female wasps are 

attracted by fig species specific volatile bouquets released at the developmental stage when 

figs are receptive to pollination [50]. Pollinator speciation is promoted by their relatively 

short generation time in comparison to figs and evolutionarily labile production of volatile 

cues [51]. Changes in fig fruit volatile production with development are also responsible for 

driving the composition of diverse communities of parasitic, or non-pollinating, fig wasps 

that exploit individual fruit [52].  

Similarly, fig trees are part of diffuse food web networks consisting of a diverse community 

of leaf-eating herbivores. These herbivores may be an equally strong driver of genetic 

divergence between closely related fig species [31 Volf et al., this issue]. Little is known 
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about the influence of herbivory on fig flower chemistry, although connections may exist. It 

is possible that sequential diversification occurs across figs, pollinators, non-pollinating fig 

wasps, and leaf-eating herbivores or that leaf-eating herbivores themselves contribute to fig 

diversification. All these interactions centre around a system in which reproductive costs, leaf 

defensive traits and insect behaviour are directly measurable, making it an ideal system for 

studying pathways to cascading speciation both in enclosed wasp communities and 

defoliating herbivore food webs (Figure 2). 

Research has shown that fig volatiles can differ between parapatric populations of figs 

growing along environmental gradients and among sympatric fig (sub)species. This provides 

a basis for chemotypic variation and attraction of population specific pollinators [53,54]. 

Gene flow between incipient species and parapatric populations can occur across ecotones 

but is likely to be mediated by pollinating wasp populations with limited dispersal across 

climatic gradients. Ensuing speciation should proceed rapidly, especially if key adaptive traits 

are linked to reproductive traits capable of disrupting the compatibility between both partners 

(a ‘lock and key’ mechanism) needed to facilitate reproduction (such as volatile signals in 

figs or ovipositor length in wasps [54]). 

Conclusions and perspectives 

We believe that multiple mechanisms of genetic divergence in insects are mediated by 

chemical cues and are exemplified by different systems. To some extent these form a 

continuum along a gradient of specialisation between insects and plants. In systems where the 

major determinant of plant fitness is seedling establishment and survival to reproductive age, 

we envisage that specialised insect herbivores can more readily influence evolutionary 

dynamics than pollinators. This may be the case in the tropical plant genus Piper (Piperaceae) 

[55,56]. Such a model is especially relevant when pollination is through a large community of 

generalist insects or, indeed, insect-free. In this situation natural variation in plant chemotype 

becomes a major focus of selection. Here different sets of herbivores can realistically drive 

divergent selection on plant chemical profile, and in extreme cases even alter the outcome of 

plant-pollinator dynamics as defensive traits trade off with, for example, nectar quality or 

pollinator attraction [57–59]. We suggest that specialised pollinators are perhaps more likely 

than specialised herbivores to lead to divergent selection, as gene flow is more directly 

limited if pollinator preference evolves (Figure 1C). Here the major determinant of plant 

fitness is seed set and pollination efficiency, and this model may be more relevant for low 

density and herbivore-poor systems, such as orchids. It is conceivable that selection on 

volatile attractants can even feed back to alter insect herbivore communities in the same way 

as for other floral traits [60], especially in flower-feeding insects [61]. In most situations 

pollinators and herbivores both contribute to intra-specific divergence in plants and specific 

outcomes depend more on the exact context. Figs, their wasps and their herbivores likely sit 

between the middle and left panels in Figure 1. These will be the cases where pleiotropy 

between genes relevant for defensive and pollinator traits matters and such systems offer the 

greatest potential focus for future research. 
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Annotated papers 

• Special interest 

Gervasi DDL, Schiestl FP: Real-time divergent evolution in plants driven by pollinators. 

Nature Communications 2017, 8:14691. 

A rare real time example of adaptive divergence in Brassica as mediated by two groups of 

pollinators. Directly demonstrating that different types (in this case bumblebees and hover 

flies) of pollinators can select for divergent floral traits is highly relevant because it quantifies 

the speed at which these changes can happen. 

Rusman Q, Lucas-Barbosa D, Poelman EH: Dealing with mutualists and antagonists: 

Specificity of plant-mediated interactions between herbivores and flower visitors, and 

consequences for plant fitness. Functional Ecology 2018, 32:1022–1035. 

Another study to use a Brassica model, these authors quantify the influence that a range of 

herbivore guilds have on host plant pollinator visitation and fitness. The results show that 

individual herbivore species and entire guilds have consistent indirect effects on plant 

reproduction and pollinator community structure and demonstrate the strong linkage between 

these two webs. 

Fors L, Mozuraitis R, Blažytė-Čereškienė L, Verschut TA, Hambäck PA: Selection by 

parasitoid females among closely related hosts based on volatiles: Identifying relevant 

chemical cues. Ecology and Evolution 2018, 8:3219–3228. 

Fors et al. also test the hypothesis that oviposition site and chemical cues are inter-connected 

and demonstrate that earlier life stages can influence female choice through a ‘chemical 

legacy’. In combination with host insect specificity this kind of link may reinforce assortative 

mating and genetic divergence. An excellent integrative study using behavioural and 

chemical approaches to assess the ability of parasitoids to detect resistant and non-resistant 

hosts.  

Souto-Vilarós D, Proffit M, Buatois B, Rindos M, Sisol M, Kuyaiva T, Isua B, Michalek J, 

Darwell CT, Hossaert-McKey M, et al.: Pollination along an elevational gradient mediated 

both by floral scent and pollinator compatibility in the fig and fig-wasp mutualism. Journal of 

Ecology 2018, doi:10.1111/1365-2745.12995. 

With a focus on pollinator behaviour and volatile emissions this study examines the 

proximate mechanisms maintaining the putative reproductive isolation of lowland/highland 

pairs of fig species. The study suggests that chemical cues, pollinator behaviour and 

pollinator morphology act in unison to maintain reproductive barriers in this system. 

Endara M-J, Coley PD, Ghabash G, Nicholls JA, Dexter KG, Donoso DA, Stone GN, 

Pennington RT, Kursar TA: Coevolutionary arms race versus host defense chase in a tropical 

herbivore–plant system. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 2017, 114:E7499–E7505. 
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A detailed study of the tropical plant genus Inga incorporating bipartite phylogenies (of both 

plants and herbivores) and a plethora of chemical data. Plant defences are shown to drive the 

distribution of insect herbivores across plants, plant defences themselves are largely 

independent of phylogeny in this genus. 

•• Outstanding interest 

Kagiya S, Yasugi M, Kudoh H, Nagano AJ, Utsumi S: Does genomic variation in a 

foundation species predict arthropod community structure in a riparian forest? Molecular 

Ecology 2018, 27:1284–1295. 

Intra-specific genetic variation is the raw material upon which selection acts. A basic 

assumption of cascading divergence is that genotypes within a species vary with respect to 

plant traits mediating herbivore host use. This assumption is held in a population of 85 

mature alder (Alnus) trees in a Japanese forest. 

 

Glossary 

Host race. Diehl and Bush [63] define an insect host race as “a population of an [insect] 

species that is partially reproductively isolated from other conspecific populations as a direct 

consequence of adaptation to a specific host”. 

Ecological fitting. Agosta et al. [5] define ecological fitting as “the process whereby 

organisms colonize and persist in novel environments, use novel resources or form novel 

associations with other species as a result of the suites of traits that they carry at the time they 

encounter the novel condition.” 

Genomic islands of speciation. Regions of the genome harbouring the genes responsible for 

reproductive isolation, they are resistant to homogenisation by gene flow. 

Split and sort speciation. A model for fig wasp speciation based partly on the observations 

that i) there are many more pollinating fig-wasps than figs and ii) that there is a large 

discrepancy between fig and wasp generation times. Cook and Segar [49] proposed that a 

single speciation event in figs could yield two new pollinator species (a split). Speciation in 

wasps, but not figs, leads to multiple pollinators associated with a single (or even multiple) 

fig species. In older lineages of figs extinction and species sorting can give the impression of 

one-to-one interactions. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1. Multiple outcomes of chemically-mediated limitations to gene flow in herbivores 

and pollinators on plants. In all cases, plant, herbivore and pollinator fitness are plotted 

against genetically determined plant trait values, or insect preference. Arrows on each plot 

indicate the expected strength of gene flow between each genotype. Outcomes are dependent 

on selection imposed predominantly by specialist herbivores (panel A) or specialist 

pollinators (panel C). Panel A emphasises the role of chemical defences and specialized 

herbivorous insects; here intra-specific variation in plant defences leads to local adaptation by 

herbivores (host races) (see glossary). Plant fitness is determined by the ability of genotypes 

with alternative chemistry to establish and survive. Herbivore fitness is dependent on the 

insect’s ability to adapt to host genotypes. Parasitoids can act to reinforce diversification in 

herbivores through facilitating variation in enemy free space [1] or themselves segregate over 

herbivore populations [12]. In this case, pollinator fitness remains constant across plant 

genotypes unless changes in defensive traits correlate with volatile cues or nectar quality. 

Gene flow barriers may arise if individuals with intermediate trait values suffer from extreme 

outbreeding depression. Panel C illustrates the case where pollination success is a greater 

determinant of plant fitness than survival to reproductive age. Here, selection against 

individuals with intermediate pollination cues will lead to formation of distinct plant 

populations, each with their own pollinators (see model of 29). How herbivores respond is 

dependent on the palatability and frequency of each genotype, here there is no fitness cost for 

preferring either plant genotype. In most cases, however, plant fitness will be determined by 

both the need to maintain reproductive fidelity and repel insect herbivores (Panel B). In panel 

B we consider a situation where chemical leaf defences and pollination cues are correlated, 

such that better defended plants tend to produce more attractive volatiles. Plant and pollinator 

fitness are linked, and herbivores should prefer less well defended plants. The interactions 

between pollinators and herbivores as mediated by plant chemistry can have dramatic results 

across these two webs [38]. We expect that plant defensive traits more commonly determine 

pollinator behaviour than pollination related cues do herbivores. Note that directional trends 

in chemical diversity (e.g. escalation) are not considered in this simplified set of models. 
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Figure 2. Hypothesised chemically-mediated genetic divergence in fig mutualists and 

antagonists (based on real examples from references 31 and 54) and across different time 

scales. Panel A illustrates differences in chemical composition (in this case alkaloids) 

associated with genetically distinct insect herbivores (specialist moths from the erebid genus 

Asota (Lepidoptera, Erebidae)  that likely sequester alkaloids) and, putatively, different 

parasitoids (e.g. Cystomastacoides asotaphaga (Hymenoptera, Braconidae)  [62]). This host 

associated divergence can fuel larger adaptive radiations of herbivores and parasites (panel 

B). Panel C illustrates the patterns that we expect to emerge if different fig volatile bouquets 

can potentially mediate pollinator behaviour, reinforce genetic boundaries in figs and trigger 

cascading diversification in parasitoid populations (in this case the two morphs of 

Sycoscapter (Hymenoptera, Pteromalidae) parasitoid both exploit one pollinator in 

sympatry). This process would follow the ‘sequential diversification’ model [12]. Fig 

divergence can be ecologically mediated or occur in allopatry. Wasps have much shorter 

generation times than figs, leading to higher rates of speciation and several wasp species per 

fig through ‘split and sort’ speciation [49]. Panel D illustrates one expected 

macroevolutionary outcome of these dynamics across each trophic level. Chemical diversity 

and specificity in chemically-mediated interactions are at the heart of speciation in both 

herbivore and pollinator networks and comparative studies have great potential for exploring 

correlations between the traits mediating insect behaviour. 
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